LIBRARY FUN FACTS

Navy General Library Program
N922 Nellie Moffitt
Libraries are USED

- Sailors VISIT SHORE Libraries:
  - 1,002,148 in FY14 – FY15 keeping pace

- Sailors CHECK OUT STUFF – books, magazines, DvDs, etc:
  - 672,403 items (FY14)

- Sailors USE Computers & Printers:
  - Computer Usage: 315,268
  - Prints Made: 498,460

- Library ROI – for every Dollar invested in Shore Libraries –
  - Sailors get a $7 benefit
People Have FUN!!

NSF Dahlgren celebrated the 75th Anniversary of the Wizard of OZ –

- 200 in attendance
- Souvenir Photos on the SPOT – like the one at the right

Summer Reading Programs –
- Kids read 2.8 MILLION Minutes

NSF Dahlgren Celebrates the Wizard of Oz 75th Anniversary
Libraries are NOT Boring!

NAS Corpus Christi

NSF Dahlgren

JB Pearl Harbor-Hickam

Recently completed facility improvement projects.
NeRDs to the FLEET

FLEET SUPPORT

• Navy eReader Device (NeRD)
  • Developed by Librarians
  • 300 pre-loaded, digitally protected titles, including CNO Professional Reading and recreational fiction and non-fiction
  • OCO funded

First shipments to submarines arrived April '14; All Ships in the Active Fleet now have NeRDs.
Navy MWR
DIGITAL library
Available 24/7/365!

Careers CLEP ASVAB
Tutoring
Ancestry e-book DIY
Fun Magazines Fitness

NavyMWRDigitalLibrary.org
Borrow, Read and Return Online!

Navy General Library - A CNIC Quality of Life Program
202-336-0802 / DSN 268 - mwr@navy.mil
DIGITAL LIBRARY -- 24/7/265 -- established, June 2003!!!!
Just a few Statistics for FY15 to date.

- E-Books Checked Out – 176,342 On YOUR device – phone, tablet, laptop
- E- Audio Books Checked out – 134,471 On YOUR device
- Foreign Language Learning: 20,970 sessions --- On YOUR device
- CLEP, DSST, ASVAB practice tests taken: 43,290
  - NavyMWRDigitalLibrary.org
    - Restores access to dependents and retirees
    - DS Logon access to off set CAC requirement - from any computer
    - CAC Access as well.
Universal Class

Why not learn something new today? Universal Class offers hundreds of online classes facilitated by dedicated instructors sharing their knowledge on almost any imaginable topic.

Visit
Navy Library Program 96 years young!

Mark your calendar!
We turn 100 in four more years.
NOV 2019!!!!!